Surprising Opportunities in Familiar Places
The Get a Job series visits places most middle-graders are familiar with—and might
even take for granted—and presents them in a new, unexpected light. This series injects
excitement into everyday destinations and proves how some of the most varied and
challenging jobs can be found right in your own backyard.
The six books track the (mis)-adventures of title character Jeremiah Oliver Baumgartner,
who goes by the nickname “Job.” In each book, Job sets of a chain of events that take him
through different locations around his town and introduces him to the different people it
takes to keep familiar workplaces running smoothly.
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Get a Job • 6 titles

978-1-63471-896-7

$125.70

978-1-63471-919-3

$59.70

Get a Job at the Airport

978-1-63471-903-2

$20.95

978-1-63471-949-0

$9.95

Get a Job at the Construction Site

978-1-63471-904-9

$20.95

978-1-63471-950-6

$9.95

Get a Job at the Grocery Store

978-1-63471-906-3

$20.95

978-1-63471-952-0

$9.95

Get a Job at the Hospital

978-1-63471-907-0

$20.95

978-1-63471-953-7

$9.95

Get a Job at the Landfill

978-1-63471-905-6

$20.95

978-1-63471-951-3

$9.95

Get a Job at the Shopping Mall

978-1-63471-908-7

$20.95

978-1-63471-954-4

$9.95

Informative
Chapter 1

Job Gets His Tonsils Out

Readers get a chance to explore
the real world through a creative
mix of fiction and nonfiction that
introduces the things people do at
familiar community workplaces.

Adaptable for library and
classroom use
Whoa! Hope he
got to eat the
popsicle first!
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Interactive
Comprehension activities help readers review content and solidify
their understanding of an interesting variety of professions.



?
Does What
Whosome
interesting people during his

Job met
match their job
landfill adventures. Can you
s?
titles with the correct job description

Please do NOT write in this book if it is not yours. Use a separate piece of paper.

2. Person who makes sure the landfill is as
environmentally-friendly as possible
3. Person who operates a special sanitation truck to
pick up recyclable materials
4. Person who keeps sanitation trucks and equipment
in good working order

• Get a Job: at the Airport
• Get a Job: at the Construction
Site
• Get a Job: at the Grocery Store
• Get a Job: at the Hospital
• Get a Job: at the Shopping Mall
• Get a Job: at the Landfill

A. Mechanic
B. Recycling driver
C. Hazardous materials
specialist
D. Scrap metal broker
E. Environmental technician
Answer Key: 1-D; 2-E; 3-B; 4-A; 5-C

1. Person who buys metal from landfills and
junkyards and sells the metal to businesses to
make new products

Readers can choose a single title
of interest or schools can use the
entire series as part of a robust
career education curriculum.
Join Job as he learns about the
following places:

5. Person who safely disposes of batteries, old paint,
cleaning supplies, and other chemicals



Whattitle? toWhy?
Who?correct
complete the
job
Choose the
sentences below.

1. A _ measures the amount and type of waste
generated by a business.

A. compactor operator
B. dispatcher

2. A _ uses a radio system to stay in touch with
sanitation drivers on the road.

C. landfill operator

3. A _ operates the trucks that compact trash at a
landfill.

E. waste auditor

D. compost technician

4. A _ makes mulch or soil out of yard waste.
5. A _ is in charge of running the landfill.

The Get a Job series is part of
a collection of creative career
exploration resources for students
in grades 4-7 offered by Bright
Futures Press.

Answer key: 1-E; 2-B; 3-A; 4-D; 5-C
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Inspiring
Creative writing prompt encourages personal reflection and
makes essential text to self/world connections.

Download your free teacher guide
at brightfuturespress.com!
All titles are available through your
favorite book distributor or directly
through Cherry Lake Publishing
(www.cherrylakepublishing.com).

Chapter 7

It’s Your Turn

Hi there! It’s me, Job. Now
that you have read about
my construction site
adventures, it’s your turn.

Pssst … If this book
doesn’t belong to you,
write your answers on a
separate sheet of paper
so you don’t get in
BIG trouble.

Share a story about a construction site you
have seen. Be sure to mention all the people you
saw doing different jobs.

Go online to download a free activity sheet at
www.cherrylakepublishing.com/activities.
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